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November was a busy, but fun-filled month of 

Hockey in EHA.  The Family Fun Skate and 

Coach's game was a huge hit with everyone 

involved.  There were smiling faces on the kids, 

parents, coaches and mascots.  There is a write 

up later in the issue by Valerie Breda and Rita 

Vose. 

The Mites had a successful Thanksgiving down 

in Avon.  Coach Teel has a lot of great write-ups 

on the Mites and all their action this month.  

The Squirt and Pee Wee Teams continue to 

work hard and play some great hockey.  We 

have plenty of pictures and articles on their 

games too.  I stopped by the Learn To Skate and 

Instructional Hockey going on early Sunday 

Morning.  I got a few pictures of some hard 

work going on by both players and coaches.  

Fortunately it was all with big smiles.  The Learn 

to Skate and Instructional is up to 60 skaters 

and going strong.  Before I get to the Game 

Reports, however, Bob Fiedler, President of 

EHA, has an open letter to the Association.  

So with all this content I had better get right to 

it.  But before I do, since this will be the last 

issue before the holidays,  I would like to wish 

everyone a very happy and safe holiday season.   

Rob Vose - ICE CHIPS COORDINATOR_________ 

 

INSIDE NOVEMBER ISSUE 

- LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT 

- GAME REPORTS 

- ETR & OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE AWARDS 

- COMEDY NIGHT INFO 

- Q&A 

- FAMILY DAY AND COACH'S GAME 

 

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Well it is hard to believe that we are already at 

the half way mark of the season.  So far it has 

been a good season for EHA and all of the 

teams.   

Our Midgets lead by Coach Duane Cirillo has 

just finished another successful pre-high school 

season.  The Midget program is a half season 

program that helps the players to get ready for 

the winter high school hockey season.  Duane is 

one of those super volunteers who help EHA 

provide a quality program year after year.  

Duane doesn’t have a player in the program, 

but every season he takes on the job of 

coaching the midgets.  This season Duane was 

assisted by Martin Pare, Mark Murdoch with 

Donna Oski as the team mom.  I want to Thank 

Duane, Martin, Mark and Donna for taking the 

time from their busy schedules to run the 

program for the boys.   I also wanted to wish all 

of the players going on to their high school 

teams the best of luck during tryouts and 

throughout their winter season. 

EHA runs on volunteers and just before 

Thanksgiving the ladies of the booster club lead 

by Valarie Breda and Rita Vose put together a 

very special Family day for everyone.   It was a 

super event starting with a family skate with 

guest appearances from the mascots from the 

Falcons, Wolf pack and the Whale.  As expected 

there was a good natured mascot fight followed 

by handshakes and hugs and lots of pictures 

with the mascots. Following the family skate the 

annual coach’s game was played.  It was a great 

game which ended in a 3-3 tie although if we 

had a video review of the last goal I believe that 

goalie interference should have been called.  He 

was sitting on top of me when the goal was 

scored.  But we will have to wait until the next 

game to settle that one.  This was one of the 

best family days I have ever attended and I 

wanted to thank the booster club ladies for all 

the time they put into the event and for the 
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great gift towel, Red Robin gift certificate, and 

EHA Eagles pin each player in the coach’s game 

received. 

The weekend of the family day was a busy 

weekend for EHA on Sunday we held clinics for 

the goaltenders and for the squirt and peewee 

players a checking clinic.  Dan Audet and I put 

the goalies through a number of drills designed 

to enhance their basic skill as well as to develop 

speed and agility.    After the first 80 minutes of 

goalie drills two of the 5 goalies stayed for 

another 80 minutes to provide assistance for 

the checking clinic lead by Brian Daily, Fred 

Provencher and assisted by Rob Vose.  Checking 

is one of the key elements to the game as the 

players get older and the ability to deliver and 

to receive a check is important to help reduce 

the chances of being injured or injuring another 

player.  Brian and Fred lead the boys through 

drills designed to safely teach the boys these 

important skills.   At the end of the clinic the 

goalies joined the players for some shooting 

drills.   I would like to thank Dan, Rob, Fred and 

Brian who even though he is not currently 

coaching with EHA this season offered his time 

to help us. 

As we start the second half of our season I 

would like to wish the teams continued success 

with their season and we are looking forward to 

having more clinics later in the season.   I would 

also like to wish everyone a safe and happy 

holiday. 

Yours in Hockey, 

Bob Fiedler. 

______________________________________ 

 

 

 

Group Picture of the boys who participated in the 

Checking Clinic and Goalie Clinic (11/21/10) 

GAME REPORTS 

Here is the section where we recap some of the 

action during the month and recognize the kids 

effort and hard work.  Parents on the travel 

teams have sent in some pictures from games 

that are included in this issue.  If you have a 

write up or a picture you want to include send 

me an email at rvose@snet.net.  Also at the end 

of this newsletter is an ICE CHIPS Game Report 

that will give you an idea of some of the 

information to record during a game.  Fill out all 

or a part of it and send it in as an attachment.  

You can also fill out an ICE CHIPS report on-line 

at the EHA website (www.enfieldhockey.org) by 

selecting ICE CHIPS from the left side menu and 

then selecting "Online Form".______________ 

LEARN TO SKATE and INSTRUCTIONAL 

There was a lot of action on November 11th 

during the Learn to Skate ice time.  I saw Coach 

Gator who was working with Maxwell.  Maxwell 

has been working on his balance and really 

improving his skating.  Dylan had Coach Fred 

Provencher on his toes with his fast skating.  It 

was great to see all the skaters without a walker 

in sight.  
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Coach Gator being pulled around by Maxwell  

 

Dylan showing off his puck handling to Coach Fred. 

 

Coach Pat demonstrating some skating drills to the 

LTS players 

 

Down the other end of the ice the Instructional 

skaters were scoring at will on the coaches.  

Luke V put one 5-hole on the coach while sliding 

to the ice.  There was lots of improvement even 

from a few weeks ago.  Way to go LTS and 

Instructional Skaters. 

 

Luke V goes 5-hole to score on the Coach 

______________________________________ 

MITES 

11/6/2010 Enfield vs. West Hartford Mite B 

After 2 months of training camp and cross-ice 

exhibition games, the Enfield Mite A team 

opened the regular season with their first full 

ice game of the year against the West Hartford 

Mite B Wolves.    

It didn’t take long for the Eagles to get on the 

score board, when 1 minute and 23 seconds 

into the game Tyler G’s backhander found the 

back of the net for the 1st goal of the season.  

Four minutes later Hunter D tickled the twine 

with a wrister from the slot then West Hartford 

countered with a power goal 1 minute later to 

make it 2-1 Eagles.  But that’s as close as the 

Wolves got because Remington F knocked 

home a Wes O rebound at the 3:55 mark to give 

the Eagles a 3 to 1 lead after one period.   
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The Eagles were soaring during the second 

period as they dominated the Wolves with a 5 

goal barrage.  Goal scorers included Tyler G and 

Remington F, both scoring their 2nd goals of the 

game, while Alex C, Mason F and Sam T each 

scored one goal each.    

The defensive crew of Alex F, Kenny O’K, JC R 

and Dan B, did an excellent job supporting 

goaltender Ryan G, who held West Hartford to 

only 1 goal.      

The mites’ excellent team play was validated by 

ALL 9 forwards collecting at least 1 point in the 

8-1 win.  Six different players scored goals while 

7 players tallied assists, including Michael A and 

Tyler P.   

11/13/2010 Enfield vs. Avon Mite B 

The mites played their 3rd game of the year this 

morning against the Avon B team.  The young 

Eagles’ high energy level enabled the team to 

get on the score board just 24 seconds into the 

game when Remmy F fed a short pass to Wesley 

O in the slot who buried the puck home.   

A minute and a half later Hunter D took a pass 

from Tyler G, made a 360 degree turn and fired 

the puck passed the helpless Avon goalie.     

Tyler P scored our 3rd goal of the game after a 

strong fore-checking effort by Michael A and 

Alex C led to chaos in front of the net and Tyler 

P was in great position to push the puck home.     

Tyler G scored both the fourth and fifth goals of 

the game.  His first came at the end of the first 

period when he won the face off to the left of 

the Avon goalie, keep the puck in front of him 

and beat the goalie stick side.  His 2nd goal 

came 3 and a half minutes into the 2nd period 

after Hunter D shuffled a short pass to Tyler 

who one timed it into the net.   

Sam T scored when he fired a 20 foot wrist shot 

high into the net unassisted.   

The A+ for effort award of the game goes to 

Hunter D.  With less than 1 minute left and 

Ryan G’s shut out in jeopardy, Avon crossed 

center ice, got by our defense and went in on a 

breakaway.  But they never got a shot off.  

Hunter D, in the back checking play of the game 

raced to break up the Avon rush.  He took 

control of the puck at the top of the face-off 

circle in our end, stick handled past half the 

Avon team and scored with 14 seconds left in 

the game.  Hunter finished the goal with an 

impressive fist pumping celebration and the 

little Eagles skated off the ice with a 7-0 victory.   

Avon Thanksgiving Tournament 

The Mite A team spent the Thanksgiving 

weekend traveling back and forth to Avon and 

Simsbury for 4 games but the early morning 

starts and the misty outdoor rinks were worth 

the time and effort.   

11/26/2010 Enfield vs. CT Northern Lights U8 

The Mites were up at 5:00 am on the Friday 

morning after Thanksgiving and traveled to 

Simsbury Farms for a 7:00 am game against the 

CT Northern Lights.  After a lack luster 1st 

period the Eagles were ahead 3-1.  It seemed 

that it took the team a period to work off their 

Thanksgiving dinners from the day before.  Alex 

C scored the 1st goal of the tournament, 2 

minutes into the game and followed it up with 2 

more goals in the 2nd period for his first hat 

trick of the year (and his career).  Remington F 

gave the Eagles a 3-1 lead scoring 2 goals in the 

1st period and notching another in the 3rd for 

his 2nd hat trick of the year.  Dan B, playing 

center for the first time, had a strong game 
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scoring 2 goals and Tyler P and Hunter D each 

added a goal in the 10-1 win.    

11/26/2010 Enfield vs. West Hartford  

Later that same day the Mites played West 

Hartford Mite B for their 2nd game of the day.  

A consistently strong Eagle effort kept constant 

pressure on the West Hartford Wolves.  Enfield 

scored 2 goals in each period for a 6 – 1 win.  

Sam T scored 2 goals and Alex C had a 3 point 

game scoring 1 goal and assisting on two 

others.  Mason F scored the 3rd goal of the 

game, when he poked in a rebound at the 

doorstep off a Remmy F shot.  Tyler P scored 

the last goal of the game.  Alex Ferris registered 

3 points scoring one goal and notching 2 assists. 

11/27/2010 Enfield vs. Central B1 

Remmy F tallied his 3rd hat trick of the season 

and Alex C and Tyler P each scored goals on a 

very strong Central goaltender to give the 

Eagles a 5-1 win.  Hunter D came up with a 

number of key butterfly saves which kept us in 

the game until we got the offense going.   

11/28/2010 *** Championship Game *** 

Enfield vs. Avon Mite B 

The Mites arrived early Sunday morning to Avon 

Old Farms to claim their championship.  

Because of their strong performance in the first 

3 games, Enfield earned the right to wear their 

home whites in Avon against the Avon Mite B 

team.   

The Eagles came out soaring.  Skating hard and 

the brothers F combined on the first two goals 

of the game.  Alex F, Tyler G and Alex C 

contributed insurance goals and in the end the 

Eagles were too much for Avon.   

They say “Defense wins championships” and on 

our team this is quite true.   During this 

tournament the Mites generated 5 to 10 goals 

per game but it was the strength of our defense 

that created the firm foundation upon which 

our offense could thrive.  Wesley O, Tyler G and 

JC R created a nearly impenetrable defense that 

not only minimized opponent’s shots on goal 

but created numerous neutral zone turnovers.  

This allowed our offense to capitalized on many 

breakaways and odd man rushes.  Their 

contribution doesn’t explicitly show up on the 

score sheet enough but their tough and 

consistent play was the deciding factor in our 

tournament championship.   

The most pleasant surprise of the tournament 

was the outstanding performances of Ryan G 

and Kenny O’K on the wings.  Ryan, our ½ time 

goalie, was ferocious in the corners, winning 

almost all of the scrums he was in and 

contributed with some strong passes.  Kenny 

O’K had by far, his best performances of the 

season.  Kenny gave 110% in all 4 games and 

was a formidable force in front of the 

opponent’s net.   

Submitted by Mite A Head Coach - Rick Teel__ 

 

Mite A Team showing off their hardware from the 

Avon Panthers Thanksgiving Tournament (Photo by 

Debbie Ferris) 

__________________________________________ 
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SQUIRTS 

10/31/10 Squirt A vs. Avon Squirt B White 

In the early morning of Halloween the Enfield Squirt 

A hosted the Avon Squirt B White team.  The Eagles 

were without Jamie S and were determined to battle 

hard for their missing teammate.  They were led on 

the ice by Ryan M and Mike K who earned the 

captainship this week with their tremendous hustle 

the prior weekend.   

 

Ryan M and Jake E battle for the puck against Avon 

Panthers (photo by Christine Juhasz) 

The Eagles would find themselves down 2-0 

early in the first period.  Robert V got them on 

track, however, when he spun out of the corner 

after receiving a pass from Ryan M and beat the 

Panther's goalie.  The play started with an 

aggressive forecheck by Mike K to spring the 

puck loose to Ryan.  Robert continued the 

scoring when he took an errant clearing pass by 

Avon, which was forced by the tough fore-check 

of Patric M.  Robert came off the half-boards 

and snuck the puck 5 hole.  Mike K showed 

some real smart hockey when he took the puck 

into the zone and made a curl move to create 

some space and time and sent a hard pass to 

Connor who just missed scoring.  Early in the 

second period playing a man down, Robert took 

the puck deep into the zone and went behind 

the net and tried to tuck the puck around the 

post.  The goalie made a nice save, but Robert 

got the puck back and went back around the 

net and was able to jam the puck in this time.  

Despite their hard work the Eagles found 

themselves down 6-3 going into the 3rd period.  

The Eagles were not going to quit, however, and 

came out skating hard in the third period.  Ryan 

M began the comeback off a feed from Robert 

and sent a hard shot far side into the net.  After 

some solid defense from Ben K and Nate R, 

Robert took the puck on a breakaway and 

deked the goalie to his forehand and lifted it 

just over the goalie's leg pad.  15 seconds later 

after the ensuing center ice face-off, Robert 

brought the puck in and went wide around the 

Panther tough defense and tied the game with 

a hard shot that found the back of the net.  The 

Eagles still were not done.  With a little more 

than 3 minutes left the line of Cam R, Ryan M 

and Patric M fought hard in the corners and 

were able to get the puck into the slot where 

Patric just lifted it over a sprawling goalie for 

the go ahead score.  The tough D of Jake S and 

Jake E withstood a furious attack by Avon in the 

waning minutes.  The drama wouldn't end until 

the line of Robert, Connor, Mike and Jake killed 

a 6 on 4 advantage and the clock expired.  The 

game ended with a gutsy 7-6 win.  

 

Ben K gets a shot off from the point against the 

Whalers Squirt A1 Team (photo by Christina Kaliff) 
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11/7/10  Squirt A vs Southeastern Squirt A 

The Eagles hosted a tough Southeastern Squirt 

A team in Enfield.  The goalie captains of Peyton 

E and Alex J were going to be called on to make 

some sprawling saves to keep the Enfield 

Squirts in this game. 

Enfield did get off to a quick start when Cam R 

took an end to end rush and beat the Sea 

Hawks goalie with his much improved wrist 

shot.  Southeastern came right back and tied it 

up.  Then Robert V took a breakout pass from 

Mike K and Nate R and went quickly around the 

defense to get a goal, stick side, to make it 2-1.  

What made this play special was Nate had just 

broken up a 2 on 1 and was still able to clear 

the puck to Robert. 

 

Connor J stickhandles up the ice vs. Southeastern 

with Jake S on defense (photo by Christine Juhasz) 

The see-saw action would continue with the 

Eagles and Sea Hawks trading goals.  The Eagles 

defense of Jake E and Jake S was solid in the slot 

and in the corners all game.  Early in the 3rd 

period Robert took a pass from Mike K after he 

moved it past the defense with some nice stick 

handling.  Robert deked the goalie to make the 

score 3-2 in favor of the Eagles.  Despite a 

tireless back check by Patric M, Cam R and Ryan 

M the Sea Hawks were able to jump in the lead 

late in the 3rd with two goals to make it 3-4 in 

favor of Southeastern.  Although it looked bleak 

Robert, Connor J, Mike K and Jamie S had some 

other ideas.  With no quit in their game they 

worked the puck into the opponents zone and 

Robert completed his hat trick and Mike K 

completed his playmaker to tie the game.  

When it looked like the game would end in a 

well deserved tie, Robert V stole the puck from 

the Southeastern defense and sent a shot top 

shelf to put the Eagles on top for good 5-4.  The 

defense of Ben K and Nate R were called on late 

to keep the opponent from scoring and Alex J 

made a few diving saves to preserve the win 5-

4. 

 

Peyton E holds the short side against the Simsbury 

shooter (photo by Christine Juhasz) 

PEE WEES 

10/31/10 Enfield vs. Simsbury B1  

At Westminster School the Pee Wee A team 

took on the Simsbury PW B1 team.  It was 

Halloween evening and early in the game Vinnie 

B set the tone with an old school hip check to 

stop a rush up the ice.  Also, Brody N playing a 

new position on defense with Jared C, used his 

speed to break up numerous chances by 

Simsbury.  Enfield got on the board after Brian 

M took a hard shot on net and Tyler H fed Colin 
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M for the score.  Colin made another score 

when Andrew C made an unselfish pass on a 

two on one. 

Zack F had a strong game in net highlighted by a 

save where he had to slide across the crease to 

glove a high shot off a crossing pass by 

Simsbury on a two on one.  Sam B also played 

well with his aggressive forecheck.  Enfield 

continued their scoring when Colin returned the 

favor and sent the puck to Andrew C who 

wheeled out of the corner and fired the puck 

over the goalie.   This came after a nice penalty 

kill by Thomas V, Daigen D, Vinnie B and Brian 

M. 

Thomas V got into the scoring this time when 

he intercepted a clearing pass on the half 

boards and curled into the middle for a low shot 

on the goalie that was sliding across the crease.  

Colin completed his hat trick on an assist by 

Matt V and Tyler H.  Despite being without Will 

F and Mike K for this game, the Eagles 

continued to match their opponents’ intensity 

in a well played game by both teams.  The 

Eagles completed their scoring when Joey P, 

playing good position, in front of the net, tipped 

a slap shot by Colin who was fed by Andrew.  

Enfield went on to win 6-2. 

11/27/10  Enfield  vs Northeast Ice Dogs Pee 

Wee A Team at University of Connecticut 

The Eagles traveled to the beautiful campus of 

UCONN to take on the Northeastern Ice Dogs.  

These two teams match up well and today was 

no different.  Enfield got off to a quick start 

when Andrew C got a nice feed from Colin M 

and went upstairs on the Ice Dog goalie.  Also in 

the first period Jared C made a nice hip check to 

prevent a breakaway.  The game was tied for a 

while until Andrew C stole the puck during a 

penalty kill and beat the goalie with a quick 

wrister from the slot.   

 

Brody N gets a shot off from the right wing as Tyler 

H, Will F and Joey P move into the zone for the fore-

check  (photo by Jim Roche) 

The defense of Jared C, Joey P, Brian M and 

Vinnie B were solid as were the two goal 

keepers, ZacK F and Jacob A.  Despite 

controlling the puck for most of the game the 

Eagles could not pull away from the Ice Dogs.  

Enfield finally put one in when Daigen D 

received a pass from Thomas V in the slot and 

beat the goalie 5-hole.  Brian M assisted on the 

play when he kept the puck in at the point and 

sent it to Thomas in the corner.  The Ice Dogs 

scored late, however, and the game ended in a 

hard fought tie 3-3. 

 

Jared C gets off a slap shot as Sam B goes to the net 

for the rebound (photo by Jim Roche) 
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Enfield Twin Rinks and Outback Steakhouse  

Present the Player of the Month and Volunteer 

of the Month 

 

Robert V (shown) of the EHA Squirt A team earned 

player of the Month honors at ETR.  Duane Cirillo, 

Coach of the EHA Midgets, earned Volunteer of the 

Month.  The recipients are chosen by Keith 

Hillenbrecht, owner of ETR.  The award comes with a 

$45 Gift Certificate from Outback Steakhouse.  

Thanks go out to ETR and Outback for their 

consideration and generosity.  Congratulations to 

Robert and Duane for their well deserved honors. 

_____________________________________ 

***IMPORTANT NOTICE*** 

EHA's Comedy Night 

January 29, 2011  
 

Early Bird Price $20 until 12/15/2010 - After 

12/15/2010 $30 per person  

 

For tickets contact: 

Lorraine Votta (860)253-9890 

Valerie Breda (860)623-3503 

Rita Vose (860)749-5950 

 

 

See EHA Website Homepage for more events 

 

Q&A 

In this section I would like to include a Q & A 

section to answer people's fun questions about 

EHA, our website or hockey in general.  If you 

have a question, send it in to: rvose@snet.net 

and I will try to answer it or find someone to 

answer it. 

1.  How do you get your child's hockey 

schedule into your calendar on your IPod 

Touch or IPhone? 

This is a major time saver and a big help for 

keeping track of hockey practices and games on 

your IPod Touch or IPhone.  Note that this 

capability is free even though it asks if you want 

to "Subscribe to updates".  Once you complete 

the steps below the calendar updates 

automatically whenever your device is on the 

internet (i.e. via Wifi or 3G network). 

a. Go online(using your IPhone or IPod device, 

NOT the computer) to the Enfield Hockey Assoc. 

website 

b. Click on "Team Pages" at the top 

c. Select your child’s league and team 

d. Select "Schedule" from the menu list on the 

left side of the page. 

e. Below the words “Event Schedule” there are 

some icons, click on the leftmost one that looks 

like a calendar 

f. When a question pops up, click "Subscribe" 

and all of your child’s events will automatically 

be put into your calendar on the home page.   

g. You can do this for multiple teams if you have 

kids on two different teams. 

2.  What are the Half-Boards? 

This is a term that I didn't hear until a few years 

ago.  This refers to the side boards that are half 

way between the goal line and the blue line. 

______________________________________ 
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Location: ______________________     Date: ______________________ 
 
Enfield Team (See Note 1) ___________________  VS   Opposing Team: ____________________ 
 
Final Score: Enfield _______  Opponent _______ 
 
Prior Meeting with same team game results if applicable: (W/L/T) Notes: _____________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Enfield 
Goals: (See Note 2)   Assists 
#   Player Name      Period #    Player   #     Player  #     Player 
_________________  _______    _________________   _________________   ________________ 

_________________  _______    _________________   _________________   ________________ 

_________________  _______    _________________   _________________   ________________ 

_________________  _______    _________________   _________________   ________________ 

_________________  _______    _________________   _________________   ________________ 

_________________  _______    _________________   _________________   ________________ 

_________________  _______    _________________   _________________   ________________ 

_________________  _______    _________________   _________________   ________________ 

_________________  _______    _________________   _________________   ________________ 

 
Game Highlights: (Include Player Name and/or number) (See Notes 1 & 2) 
________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
If you have any Questions for EHA you would like to ask for Q&A section of ICE CHIPS please ask here: 

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Submitted By: ___________________ Phone #: __________________or Email  _______________________ 
Notes:   

1. Learn to Skate (Coach: Fred P); Mite A (Coach Rick T); Squirt A (Coach Rob V); PeeWee A (Coach 
Bob F); Midget (Duane C) 

2. Only use first name and last initial.  Also, I have names and numbers for each player (Mites, Squirts 
and Pee Wees) so if you only know the number then put that down.  This section is optional. 

3. Game Highlights: Include any nice pass plays, defensive plays, goaltending plays or other team play 
highlights. 

4. Submit to Rob Vose via your coach or send to (rvose@snet.net) 
5. Also use Online Ice Chips Submission form @ www.enfieldhockey.org 

 


